FACULTY SERVICES ON LIBRARY’S WEBSITE

McKee Library’s website was updated to the university’s new design during the summer. Faculty Services
To access the complete listing of faculty services available from McKee Library, select “Services” on the right-hand side of the library’s homepage, then select “Faculty Services.”

On the Faculty Services page, you can find direct access to Achieve, the database supported by Academic administration for storing and viewing Southern Adventist University faculty projects, publications, and presentations.

In addition, you can request new materials and resources, including book, media, journal requests, and database recommendations from the Faculty Services webpage.

Schedule an Instruction Session
To electronically schedule an information literacy session or Writing Center workshop, select “Library Calendar & Reservations” on the right-hand side of the library’s homepage. A link to request the session is available near the bottom of the page.
Research@Southern
To follow the current research activities occurring on campus, you are encouraged to “follow” Research@Southern, available under tools on the library’s homepage.

Questions about the Website?
Please contact Jessica Spears at jspears@southern.edu with questions or comments.

FOCUS ON WRITING: WRITING TO LEARN

“Writing to learn” assignments are informal writing activities, such as journals, microthemes, or quick writes. They can be ungraded or evaluated quickly and holistically (e.g., assigned a “check plus” or “check”). They help students understand and work through course content.

Types of Writing to Learn Assignments
- Quick writes. Quick writes include any brief in-class writing, and are usually not evaluated. Since writing is thinking, quick writes are a way to get students thinking about course content. Instructors can ask students to do a quick write about a reading or stop a lecture and ask students to do a quick write to formulate their thoughts on an issue or question.
- Journals and Reading Logs. Asking students to write informal, daily or weekly journals is an effective way to get them to engage critically in the reading, lectures, and other class content. In journals students can take risks, reflect on what they’ve learned, and relate course content to personal experience.
- Microthemes. Microthemes are “mini-essays” on a focused topic. In a microtheme, students might define a key term, summarize a research article, or respond to a debate.

Library News

Workshops, therapy dog visits, and Campus Research Day title submissions and presenter coaching

Workshops
McKee Library is pleased to offer free workshops throughout the semester available to all faculty, staff, students, and community library users. Participants will learn essential skills while enjoying pizza.

For more information on the workshops, or to register, please visit the McKee Library Instruction & Workshop webpage.

Therapy Dog Visits
McKee Library is hosting therapy dog visits throughout the semester. For specific dates and times, please visit the library’s Facebook page.

Campus Research Day
The fall semester Campus Research Day will be held on December 1, 2016. Three coaching sessions will be offered in order to help students prepare for their presentations:

- **Poster Presentation Coaching**
  Tuesday, November 29, 11-12pm
- **Oral Presentation Coaching**
  Tuesday, November 29, 12 - 1 pm & 5 - 6 pm
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MUST READ BOOKS

The Social Experience

Recommended by Genevieve Cottrell Cataloger

American Girls: Social Media and the Secret Lives of Teenagers
Nancy Sales

American Girls
HQ799.2 .S5 2016

It’s Complicated: The Social Lives of Networked Teens
Danah Boyd

HQ799.2 .S5 B68 2014

Food and Social Media: You are What You Tweet
Signe Rousseau

TX643 .R68 2012

Think like a Rock Star: How to Create Social Media and Marketing Strategies that Turn Customers Into Fans
Mark Collier

HM742 .C645 2013

Social Media Field Guide
Krista Neher

BF431 .D8185 2016

Visual Social Media Marketing: Harnessing Images, Instagram, Infographics and Pinterest to Grow Your Business
Krista Neher

HF5415.1265 .N4447 2013

Face2Face: Using Facebook, Twitter, and Other Social Media Tools to Create Great Customer Connections
David King

HM742 .K56 2012

Web of Deceit: Misinformation and Manipulation in the Age of Social Media
Anne Mintz

HV6773 .W423 2012

Food and Social Media: You are What You Tweet
Signe Rousseau

Recommended by Stan Cottrell Technical Services Librarian

Films available in the media department

American Experience: The Presidents Collection
Media E 176.1 .P9174 2008 v.1-10

JFK: Like No Other
Media E 842 .J45 2013

Murder of a President: Romance, Madness, Medicine, and the Death of James A. Garfield
Media E 687 .M87 2016

The Roosevelts: An Intimate History

Other recommendations:
The Presidents Series: 1789-2004 Films on Demand
Theodore Roosevelt: Roughrider to Rushmore Films on Demand
A Third Choice Films on Demand
A Private Decision, 1968 Films on Demand
Art & Education

Titles available in the periodicals department

Art Journal
Summer 2016
Recommended article:
“The Naked Museum: Art, Urbanism, and Global Positioning in Singapore” by Widrich

Art in America
September 2016
Recommended article:
“Donald Moffett: In the Studio” by Stillman

The Art Bulletin
June 2016
Recommended article:
“Dubuffet Plays Hide-and-Seek: Lineage, Reflexivity, and Perception in Coucou Bazar” by Duffy

ARTNEWS
Fall 2016
Recommended articles:
“Brian Belott” by Powers
“Obsessions” by McHason & Duron

Art Education
September 2016
Recommended article:
“Living Art: An Exploration of Interactive Art Installations” by Prisco

Animation Magazine
August/September 2016
Recommended article:
“Illumination Runs Wild: The Studio Mized Stylization and Animal Reality in its Comedic Exploration of The Secret Life of Pets” by McLean

College Success
Resources available in library databases

College Student Journal
Available in Academic Search Complete
Recommended article: Volume 44, Issue 1
“Personal Factors Impacting College Student Success: Constructing College Learning Effectiveness Inventory” by Kim, Newton, Downey, & Benton

Journal of College Student Development
Available in Project Muse
Recommended article: Volume 54, Issue 3
“Psychosocial Factors Predicting First-Year College Student Success” by Krumrei-Mancuso, Newton, Kim, & Wilcox

Journal of Higher Education
Available in Academic Search Complete
Recommended article: Volume 76, Issue 5
“Classroom Organization and Participation: College Students’ Perceptions” by Weaver & Qi

College Student Journal
Available in Academic OneFile
Recommended article: Volume 46, Issue 2
“Stress Tolerance: New Challenges for Millennial College Students” by Bland, Melton, Welle, & Bigham
**Health Science**

**Medical and Health Science Statistics Made Easy**
Michael Harris & Gordon Taylor
RA409 .H3728 2009

**Against Health**
Jonathan Metzl
RA418 .A53 2010

**Reinventing American Health Care**
Ezekiel J. Emanuel
RA413 .E45 2014

**The Ageless Generation**
Alex Zhavoronkov
RA418.5 .M4 Z53 2013

**The Citizen Patient: Reforming Health Care for the Sake of the Patient, Not the System**
Nortin M. Hadler

The argument for rational health care is made while exploring our current health care practices.
RA410.53 .H34 2013

**Money Driven Medicine: The Real Reason Health Care Costs So Much**
Maggie Mahar

This work explores that cost of healthcare and our road to corporate medicine.
RA410 .M34 2006

**Business & Economics**

**An Everyone Culture: Becoming a Deliberately Developmental Organization**
Robert Kegan

In most organizations nearly everyone is doing a second job no one is paying them for—notably, covering their weaknesses, trying to look their best, and managing other people’s impressions of them. This book demonstrates a whole new way of being at work. It suggests that the culture you create is your strategy—and that the key to success is developing everyone.
HD58.7 .K425 2016

**The Smartest Places on Earth**
Antoine W. van Agtmael
HC59.3 .A39 2016

**One Face: Shed the Mask, Own Your Values, and Lead Wisely**
Sarah McDugal
HD57.7 .M39544 2016

**The Ideal Team Player: How to Recognize and Cultivate the Three Essential Virtues**
Patrick Lencioni
HD57.7 .L4488 2016

**The Industries of the Future**
Alec Ross
HC79 .T4 R677 2016

**Religion & Philosophy**

**What Philosophy Can Do**
Gary Gutting

This work discusses how a philosopher’s critical thinking skills can be useful in contemporary life, including politics, science, religion, education, and capitalism.
B53 .G88 2015

**Visual Intelligence: Sharpen Your Perception, Change Your Life**
Amy Herman

By showing people how to look closely at images, she helps them hone their ‘visual intelligence’.

**Other Recommendations:**

**Life’s Too Short to Pretend You’re Not Religious**
David Dark
BT40 .D37 2016

**Encyclopedia of Islam and the Muslim World**
Richard C. Martin, editor
BP40 .E525 2016

**Against Health**
Jonathan Metzl
RA418 .A53 2010

**The Ageless Generation**
Alex Zhavoronkov
RA418.5 .M4 Z53 2013

**Money Driven Medicine: The Real Reason Health Care Costs So Much**
Maggie Mahar

This work explores that cost of healthcare and our road to corporate medicine.
RA410 .M34 2006

**Arts & Humanities**

**The Art of Forgery: The Minds, Motives and Methods of Master Forgers**
Noah Charney

This work explores the stories, dramas and human intrigues surrounding the world’s most famous forgers.
N8790 .C47 2015
The Intimidation Game: How the Left is Silencing Free Speech
Kimberley A. Strassel
This work explores how free speech has been hijacked by the Left as weapons.
JC591 .S637 2016

The Power of the Adolescent Brain: Strategies for Teaching Middle and High School
Thomas Armstrong
In learning to harness the power of the adolescent brain, teachers can create powerful learning opportunities.
LB1051 .A727 2016

American Character
Colin Woodard
JC599 .US W65 2016

People and Pixels
Diana M. Liverman
HD108 .P46 1998

The Art of People
Dave Kerpen
HF548.8 .K4367 2016

Introduction to Sport Law
John O. Spengler
KF3989 .S637 2015

History, Government, & Politics

The Paper Trail: An Unexpected History of a Revolutionary Invention
Alexander Monro
The Paper Trail traces the cultural, political, and religious revolutions that this now globally ubiquitous material set in motion when it was new to the world.
TS1090 .M65 2016

Rise of the Rocket Girls: The Women Who Propelled Us, From Missiles to the Moon to Mars
Nathalia Holt
Rise of the Rocket Girls offers a unique perspective on the role of women in science, illuminating both where we’ve been and the far reaches of where we’re heading.

Technology

Platform Revolution: How Networked Markets are Transforming the Economy and How to Make Them Work For You
Geoffrey Parker, Marshall Van Alsyne, & Sangeet Paul Choudary
An inside look at the transformative potential of the platform business model.
HF5415.1265 .P3674 2016

Dark Territory: The Secret History of Cyber War
Fred M. Kaplan
The never-before-told story of the computer scientists and the NSA, Pentagon, and White House policymakers who intended the cyber wars of the present and future.
U167.5 .C92 K36 2016

Science & Mathematics

Statistics: The Art and Science of Learning from Data
Alan Agresti, Christine Franklin, & Bernhard Klingenberg
This work takes a conceptual approach, helping students understand what statistics is about and learning the right questions to ask when analyzing data.
RC280 .L8 K35 2016

Mathematical Excursions
Richard N. Aufmann
This work provides a survey of mathematics and teaches students that mathematics is a system of knowing and understanding our surroundings.
QA95 .A83 2015 (On Reserve)

The Engineering Book
Marshall Brain
TA15 .B73 2015

MCAT General Chemistry Review
Princeton Review
R838.S .M324 2014

The Serengeti Rules
Sean B. Carroll
QH501 .C376 2016

Lab Girl
Hope Jahren
**Spotlight: Sports Studies**

**Fair and Foul: Beyond the Myths and Paradoxes of Sport**  
D. Stanley Etzen  
GV706 .S567 2009

**SPORTDiscus**  
SPORTDiscus is the world’s most comprehensive source of full text for sports & sports medicine journals, providing full text for 550 journals indexed in SPORTDiscus.

**Physical Therapy & Sports Medicine Collection**  
Includes over 100 titles covering the fields of physical therapy and sports medicine.

**On Display**

**“Falling”**  
Works by the Civics Arts League  
Library’s main & second floor  
September 15 through December 2016

**From the Vault**  
Selected item from the Domestic Science & Cookery Collection  
Library’s main floor  
Fall 2016

**Research@Southern**

**An Important Trip: Southern’s 2016 Archaeological Dig**  
by Pamela Acosta-Torres  
Published September 28, 2016

**Protecting Children in a Digital World**  
by Pamela Jansen  
Published September 14, 2016

**Black Widows: The Smart Spiders**  
by Pamela Acosta-Torres  
Published September 21, 2016

**Michelangelo’s Pieta: A Student’s Perspective**  
by Pamela Jansen  
Published September 7, 2016

**Calendar of Events**

- Oct. 3: Workshop: Literature Reviews
- Oct. 6: Therapy Dog Visit, 3-4 pm
- Oct. 10: Workshop: Microsoft Word Therapy Dog Visit, 4-5 pm
- Oct. 18: Workshop: Microsoft Excel
- Oct. 23: Therapy Dog Visit, 2-4 pm
- Oct. 24: Workshop: Chicago Style

**KnowledgeExchange**

**Institutional repository statistics**

- Full-text downloads by month:  
  - August 2016: 5,073  
  - July 2016: 4,759

- Downloads in the past year  
  - 75,225 as of September 29, 2016

- Full-Text downloads to date  
  - 180,117 as of September 29, 2016

**Recommended by Jessica Spears**  
Research Services Librarian

**Suggested Databases**

**SPORTDiscus**

**Physical Therapy & Sports Medicine Collection**

**Periodicals Recommendations**

**Sports Illustrated**

**Sports Spectrum: Where Sports and Faith Connect**

**Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Tumblr, & Instagram**